
  
A day with the "Brusseleirs" !  

  
Brussels, city of art, beer and haute cuisine – not far but so different…  

A customized tour unveiling the charms and specialities of one of the most beautiful capital cities.  
Come and be “a Brusseleir” with us for a day!  

 Schedule for the day:  

  

10.00 am:   Meet at the entrance of Mini-Europe.  

  

10.10 am: Visit (not guided) of the “Mini-Europe" park, the most beautiful miniature park in Europe (catalogue 

of the park included, available in 11 languages).   

  

12.00 am:  Meal (optional) in the restaurant of Mini-Europe.  

                       Choice:   - Self Service Formula     or      Menu served at the table.  

                                  

2.00 pm: Departure with your coach to the city centre of Brussels. During the ride you will see some of the 

most famous places and areas of Brussels. The guide will give you some more information 

and anecdotes of these places during the ride.  

 

3.00 pm: Departure for the Timmermans Brewery or for the Planet Chocolate or for Choco-

Story Brussels situated Grand-Place. Guided visit of Brussels by coach.  (Possibility to 

exchange the visit of the activity with the visit of Brussels).  

  

    Guided tour of the Timmermans Brewery of Brussels.    

    Free tasting of the products of the brewery after the visit.  

  OR  

    Visit of a typical chocolate workshop« Planète Chocolat »  

(Optional: tasting + warm drink).  

  OR    

   Visit of the Choco-Story Museum   

OR  

  Visit of the Atomium and the Brussels Design Museum 

            

4.20 pm:  Guided tour of the Brussels “Grand Place” and the surrounding area, this is a pedestrian zone 

so the visit is on foot. During the walk you will discover the Brussels “Grand Place” the  

Town Hall surrounded by the Corporation Houses, the famous Brussels’ citizen  

“Manneken-Pis” and finally the small alleys of the “Ilot Sacré”.  

  

5.30 pm: Free time - giving everyone the chance to taste a final glass of good Belgian beer or buy chocolates, 

lacework or speculoos (typical Brussels biscuits).  

  

6. 20 pm:  Meet at the coach.        6.30 pm:  Departure (end of the tour).   

  

2021 Conditions:    

  

With the Timmermans Brewery   Planète Chocolat    Choco Story Brussels         With the Atomium  
(Closed on Sunday)                 

  
Adults:   €20,00/pp.    €19,45/pp         €19,50/pp         €25,10/pp  
Children (-16y): €15,00/pp    €13,95/pp         €12,00/pp         €12,90/pp   
Seniors:  €18,00/pp    €16,95/pp         €17,50/pp         €20,40/pp  

  
+ € 135,00/coach (Fixed price for the guide during the afternoon (3 hours)  

  

   



A day with the "Brusseleirs"  

(Additional information and conditions 2021)  

  

Our prices include: · - A guide who accompanies the group the entire afternoon (3 hours).  

- Visits to Mini-Europe with catalogue (non-guided) and the Brewery OR Planète  

  Chocolat OR Choco-Story OR the Atomium  

- Comments by the guide on the bus.  

- Guided tour of the Brussels “Grand’ Place” and its surroundings.  

  

Conditions:  

- Minimum 20 paying persons.          - One participant free per coach.  

- Written reservation obligatory.        - Free entrance for the Bus driver.   -  

Written confirmation by Mini-Europe.    - Tours possible between 03/04/2021 to 09/01/2022  

  

Optional:  

Guided visit of Mini-Europe = supplement of €80 per guide, one guide for max. 25 persons (payment directly 

to the guide, in cash)  

  

Terms of payment:  

Payment of the entire program at the Mini-Europe desk, this is possible in €, VISA, MasterCard  

  

Services not included:  

This program does not include the transport. The reservation of a coach has to be arranged by yourself.  

   

Remarks:  

- The order of the visits may be changed according to the availability of the activity of your choice.   

- Before making reservations please contact us so we can check if the requested date is still possible.  

- The visit of the Atomium is partly by elevator, but also by climbing and descending stairs. This activity is not suited for people with 

reduced mobility and impossible to visit by wheel chair.   

  

Group menus of the restaurant of Mini-Europe:  

  

Menu 1 for adults (min. 20p. (*)) :      Menu 2 for adults (min. 20p. (*)):  

Tomato with North Sea Shrimps      Smoked ham from the Ardennes   

Breughel rib steak, chips and salad     Flemish carbonade, chips and salad  

Rice pie with coffee         Ice cream, coffee  

Beer 25cl or a glass of wine (18cl) included   

  

Beer 25cl or a glass of wine (18cl) included  

Price (*)      € 21.90 pp      Price (*)      € 19.50 pp  

Menu 1 for children -12 years (min. 20p. (**)):   Menu 2 for children -12 years (min. 20p. (**)):  

Spaghetti Bolognaise         Vol-au-vent or meatballs in tomato sauce  

Ice lolly            Ice lolly  

A soft drink 30cl           

  

A soft drink 30cl  

Price (*)      € 8.90 pp     Price (*)      € 9.40 pp  

  
Other menus are available from €13,00 to €21.90/pp. please refer to our group brochure.  
(*) Subject to modifications of the rates in 2021  
(**) If less than 20 participants for €8.90, the formula: Chicken nuggets, chips, ice lolly and a soft drink 30 cl, 

alternative for children -12years (*)(**). The choice of the menu must be identical for the whole group.  

 
More info:      Mini-Europe (Bruparck)  

1020 Brussels  

 Belgium  

 Tel: 0032.2.474.13.13         reservation@minieurope.eu  

 Fax: 0032.2.478.26.75         www.minieurope.eu  


